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2

INTRODUCTION

In the midst of a global pandemic, civil rights reckoning, and fraught election, Milner Library staff
continued to go above and beyond providing individualized attention to Illinois State University students
while taking unprecedented steps to keep everyone safe. These very challenging circumstances also
provided an opportunity to critically assess the library’s relationship with our increasingly diverse patron
population both virtually and in person. It is the hope of this report’s many contributors that these
efforts can be sustained and further developed in the coming years.

3

D & II BECOMES IDEA COMMITTEE

In August 2020 the ad-hoc Diversity & International Inclusion (D & II) Committee (previously known as
the Diversity & Internationalization Committee) voted to appoint Elizabeth Babin and Karmine Beecroft
as their co-chairs. Because of disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and turnover in the
committee’s membership, Babin and Beecroft’s first task to get up to speed was to search through the
committee’s Teams files in order to identify past projects that could be revived. At the same time, they
reached out to the new cohort of librarians hired over the summer to ask if they would be interested in
joining the committee; all 6 agreed and D & II’s membership jumped to 12. Longtime member Christine
Fary was also appointed the committee’s first official secretary at that time. April Anderson-Zorn joined
in early 2021, bringing the total membership to 13.
In September, Beecroft and Babin met with Dean Dallas Long to identify his priorities for the committee
in the coming year. Long emphasized that the committee would have more standing to make change
and advocate for initiatives if it became a formal part of the library’s shared governance structure. In
order to do so they would need to draft bylaws and have them approved by Library Council. Another of
Long’s suggestions was that the committee investigate strategies and opportunities to diversify Milner’s
research collections. Efforts in this area are ongoing.
Over the next several months, the committee began drilling down on the priority items voted on during
their September meeting. These included addressing the revised demands issued by the Anti-Black ISU
Movement in response to university administration’s actions during Homecoming the previous year.
Babin and Beecroft worked with Lisa Huson and Doris Houston to post a statement to Twitter, Facebook,
and Instagram detailing the committee’s activities in this area, which included actioning an Inclusive
Hiring Practices Working Group, conducting a Multicultural Organizational Development survey of public
spaces in the building, and providing resources on BIPOC mental health concerns. Beecroft also revised
the library’s Incident Report Form to emphasize assistive over punitive measures which may be taken in
response to specific scenarios.
In the winter and spring of 2021, D & II officially changed its name to the Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and
Access (IDEA) Committee and began drafting its bylaws. Library Council voted to adopt the bylaws in
June after several rounds of revisions.
Karmine Beecroft
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DIGITAL DISPLAYS

These slide shows were displayed during the relevant month on one of the monitors in the open
collaboration area on Floor 3. The slides auto-advanced every few seconds on a continuous loop.

4.1 BLACK HISTORY MONTH
In January of 2021, Karmine Beecroft reached out to Grace Albaugh, Jenny Hansen and Marisa Tolbert
with a request that they highlight some titles from Milner’s collections for Black History Month on the
large monitor on Floor 3. The group originally embraced Beecroft's request as an opportunity to
promote the Systemic Racism Guide they had put together during the fall of 2020. After input from
Tolbert, the slides were redesigned to place less emphasis on the Guide and focus more on celebrating
Black history and accomplishments. Included resources ranged from children's books and Kanopy
documentaries to scholarly literature. In the end, the tonal balance proved much better. A TinyURL was
included on the slides to direct viewers to the Guide if they wished to explore those concepts further.
Jenny Hansen

4.2 PRIDE MONTH
Karmine Beecroft assembled a set of 20 slides highlighting queer stories and resources on campus for
Pride Month in June 2021. The items selected drew heavily on those profiled in the LGBTQIA+
Resources Guide, as well as art books and queer-friendly children’s and young adult literature from the
Teaching Materials Center suggested by Heather Koopmans and Caitlin Stewart.
Karmine Beecroft
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DIGITAL EXHIBITS

5.1 AGENCY THROUGH OTHERNESS: PORTRAITS OF PERFORMERS IN CIRCUS ROUTE BOOKS 18751925
This digital exhibition explores diverse identities of circus performers and features essays, images,
interactive timelines, and map data visualizations of circus routes integrated with Native lands, historical
railroads, and population data. The project represents the final segment on the multiyear Step Right Up:
Digitizing Over 100 Years of Circus Route Books Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR)
grant collaboration with the Ringling Archives and Circus World Museum. The exhibit team members
are Angela Yon as Primary Investigator; Elizabeth Harman, Liz Hartman, and Mariah Wahl as grant
employees; and Rebecca Fitzsimmons as a contributor.
Angela Yon

5.2 UNDERPINNINGS AND EQUAL TERMS: HOW THE SUFFRAGE MOVEMENT CHANGED AMERICAN
WOMEN AND AMERICAN WOMEN CHANGED THE NATION
With the ratification of the 19th Amendment on August 26, 1920, many—though not all—American
women gained the right to vote. Struggles for voting rights persisted long after the amendment passed,
and the right to vote did not always lead to other rights for women. It’s important to view the suffrage
movement on a continuum of activism that began well before 1920 and continues to examine women’s
and voter’s rights initiatives today.
The women’s suffrage movement was built over the course of decades and included different
ideologies, approaches, and tactics. The movement depended on the changing visibility and manner in
which women appeared in a larger social context, with a focus on their careers, teaching, and social
reform activities. Women increasingly demanded to be recognized as autonomous individuals whose
rights and responsibilities in society necessarily meant that they should vote.
Curated by Rebecca Fitzsimmons with contributions from April Anderson-Zorn, Karmine Beecroft, and
Julie Neville, this exhibit examines two significant aspects of the suffrage movement—the active
organization and support of the cause and the ways that women were exemplifying the ideals
championed by the movement through their own work and scholarship. And since the fight for fair
elections goes on, selections also highlight the important work that continued through groups such as
the McLean County League of Women Voters.
Rebecca Fitzsimmons
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DIVERSITY AUDIT OF TEACHING MATERIALS CENTER COLLECTIONS

During FY21 the acquisition of diverse voices and stories was a priority for the Teaching Materials Center
(TMC), specifically in the TMC EASY, TMC Fiction, and TMC Nonfiction ranges. While the Teaching and
Learning Librarian, Caitlin Stewart, tried to pay attention to representation in her own selections, she
had several information gathering questions. These included:
1. What rubrics or services might be used to analyze purchasing habits and existing collections for
diverse representation in a way that would be sustainable to incorporate in future workflows?
2. Once a system was selected, how representative would her purchases in FY21 be and how could
she adapt future habits from the process?
3. How representative would the shipments sent by Junior Library Guild (JLG), an auto-shipment
service that uses a large portion of the TMC budget, be? In turn, how much oversight and
swapping of titles might Stewart need to apply to this service to match her own goals?
4. How would both Stewart and Junior Library Guild compare to publishing trends and benchmarks
set for the library?
Stewart tried several different rubrics or services for analyzing purchases, including some created by
librarians at other institutions, Diverse Book Finder, and Cooperative Children’s Book Center (CCBC)
Diversity statistics. For many of these she ran reports, tested rubrics, and piloted workflows. At the end
of the fiscal year, she felt that given her objectives and the existing collection, TeachingBooks.net’s

Collection Analysis Tool was the best option. While the categories are not as comprehensive as others, it
has the largest number of auto-matches from its database in reports, a range of relevant classification
categories, and allows titles collected to be analyzed in real-time throughout the year.
Once this tool was selected, Stewart ran reports in TeachingBooks for all 2021 relevant acquisitions
(keeping hand-selected and JLG-selected reports separate). She then went through the report checking
unmatched titles and looked for trends. In this process Stewart and Jenny Hansen reflected together and
standardized the process for deciding how to consistently interpret TeachingBooks’ classification
definitions. This hand-classification was done to determine whether in the future the auto-generated
report could be taken as a rough estimate without requiring by-hand categorizing.
Immediate next steps include comprehensive analysis of the categorized 2021 purchases as well as an
expanded project seeking to determine how representative of diverse voices and stories the materials
already existing in the collection are.
Caitlin Stewart
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Inclusive Hiring Practices Working Group

In response to demands for increased equity in the job search process voiced by the Anti-Black ISU
Movement, the IDEA Committee formed a working group to evaluate Milner’s search processes and
propose improvements. The working group consisted of Mallory Jallas, Allison Rand, and Caitlin Stewart.
Jallas and Rand had previously worked on projects regarding the search process for prior institutions.
The Inclusive Search Practices Working Group began by reviewing existing procedures and materials at
Milner and found there was little existing documentation. They then surveyed a few employees who
have served on several search committees to ask about what they would improve and did research into
best practices for hiring, interviewing, job advertising, and documentation. Ultimately, the group
developed a primary document of suggestions for making the hiring process at Milner more inclusive, as
well as creating templates for rubrics and evaluation tools. These documents are not official rules and
are intended to be used in conjunction with official documentation from Human Resources. The
suggestions were made open for comment to the IDEA Committee and ultimately approved by Dean
Long. This material was then added to the Milner Library shared documents library for general use.
Following their approval, many of the measures within the documentation, as well as rubrics and
templates, were used on two searches at Milner. For the Acquisitions Librarian search, certain aspects of
the tip sheet were adopted. In particular, the rubrics and the questions being shared ahead of time. The
latter especially was well regarded by the committee, and members shared that they would likely
always advocate for this moving forward. Additionally, information was shared on how to add pronouns
to Zoom display so that committee members could opt into sharing that information. During the Nursing
Librarian search, both search committee members and candidates commented on specific measures
that improved the process. Committee members were partial to the rubrics and templates, and
candidates commented on salaries being listed in the job ad as well as phone interview questions being
sent in advance. Moving forward, the Inclusive Search working group may continue their work by
looking at training measures for search committees as well as creating resources for new employees.
Allison Rand
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GUIDES

8.1 ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS
In July 2020, the department of Instruction and Student Engagement (ISE) began the process of creating
standards for more accessible and inclusive Guides. This project was led by Allison Rand. Ultimately, a
checklist was created which provides new guidelines. The checklist covers both the formatting of
Guides, including alt text, headers, and text formatting, as well as their content. The checklist was
finalized in August and used to review all of ISE’s Guides. Several major changes were made, primarily
with regard to image and infographic use. The checklist was made public and added to the Help With
The Guides Platform Guide for general use within the library.
Allison Rand

8.2 SPECIAL TOPICS GUIDES
8.2.1

LGBTQIA+ Resources

In August 2020, Elizabeth Babin, Mallory Jallas, and Lindsey Skaggs met to discuss the potential for
creating an LGBTQIA+ Guide with library, campus, and community resources. The impetus for the
discussion was the recently published Systemic Racism Guide, which contains a wealth of information
and connects the ISU community with resources they might not otherwise find. The group decided to
create a special topic Guide to fill a similar need with LGBTQIA+ resources.
After surveying other institutions’ Guides, the LGBTQIA+ Guide was designed with the primary goal of
teaching users how to find materials such as books, journals, music, and videos related to LGBTQIA+
issues and themes. Additionally, the group decided to provide recommended campus and community
resources and to offer a section for “Campus Contacts,” who are faculty and staff who users can
connect with to discuss LGBTQIA+ topics, questions, or research. Prior to launching the guide, the group
met with the Queer Coalition Executive Board to solicit feedback. They continue to welcome additional
feedback from all users through a form located on the Guide.
The Guide was made public on June 8, 2021 and was featured in news and social media posts, courtesy
of Erin Link, and on the 3rd floor digital display for Pride Month, courtesy of Karmine Beecroft. Between
June 8 and July 15, 2021, the Guide was viewed 351 times.
Lindsey Skaggs
8.2.2

Sensitive Subjects

This project was originally begun by Marisa Tolbert in November 2018 under the name Tough Topics.
The purpose of the project was to create lists of call number ranges for difficult issues that patrons
might not feel comfortable asking about via Reference Services. Tolbert, with some help from the
Diversity and Internationalization Committee (now the IDEA Committee), began creating bookmarks
that could be handed out at the Reference and Circulation Desks and labels which could be posted in the
stacks identifying relevant call number ranges.

In October 2020, the committee rekindled the project in response to the Anti-Black ISU Movement
demands and renamed it Sensitive Subjects with Tolbert’s input. Co-chairs Karmine Beecroft and
Elizabeth Babin met with Dean Long and they determined that the best course of action would be to
create an online Guide instead of bookmarks and table tents since Guides cannot be vandalized and are
more accessible than handouts. Christine Fary took the lead with helping the IDEA Committee create a
Guide with lists of call numbers for a variety of sensitive topics as well as lists of ISU and other
resources that patrons could consult for more information on or assistance with difficult issues.
When searching for items to include, the committee discovered that Milner’s collections lack resources
in a number of areas. They received approximately $3000 in funding from Dean Long to purchase more
items for a handful of these topics. Books were ordered in May 2021 and have now largely been
processed into the collections. Work on the Guide continues.
Christine Fary
8.2.3

Systemic Racism

This Guide was begun in the summer of 2020 in response to a request from a Communications professor
who wanted Milner to create something like the existing Fake News Guide for their students to use
while exploring issues of systemic racism. Sharon Van Der Laan passed the project to Marisa Tolbert,
Jenny Hansen, and Grace Allbaugh. Conversations in this area were becoming more common in
academia as a result of the murder of George Floyd the previous spring and this was seen as an area
where the library could provide resources to support new coursework more broadly. The group
emphasized the need to create multiple access points for users coming in with different background
understandings of these issues. They also felt it was important to look at systemic racism as holistically
as possible and create the Guide as living document that could be updated as needed. A feedback form
was also created and attached to the Guide so that users could suggest additional resources.
In September, Hansen, Tolbert, and Allbaugh sent the Guide to Library Council for final approval. After a
few revisions, the Guide was made live and promoted by liaison librarians to their subject areas and on
library social media. In October, Sue Franzen contacted the group with a suggestion to add a page
specifically promoting mental health resources for BIPOC students on campus in response to the
updated demands of the Anti-Black ISU Movement. In the summer of 2021, after the Guide had been
live for almost a year, the group met to reflect and make updates. The Guide went through a major
overhaul to reorganize many of the pages in order to focus on topics instead of formats so that users
could find relevant resources more easily.
Grace Allbaugh and Jenny Hansen
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INSTRUCTION

9.1 EQUITY AND INCLUSION IN LIBRARIANSHIP
Heather Koopmans (Fine Arts Librarian)was invited to virtually visit the Spring 2021 ART 283 class
(World Arts: Visual Culture) to discuss “de-centering” in librarianship and to talk a bit about art library
work in general. This was in keeping with the course’s core theme of examining “acts of de-centering" in
contemporary global art. Koopmans focused her presentation on a critical look at values statements in
the library profession (particularly in ALA) as a lens to explain core professional values in librarianship,
the differences between aspiration and action in living up to those values, and ways in which
librarianship in general has both succeeded and failed in doing so. Koopmans also highlighted presentday collective efforts to make librarianship and libraries more inclusive and equitable, and encouraged
students to apply similar critical thinking to the values/mission statements they encounter in the art
world. Koopmans also spoke briefly about her own path from artist to librarian, provided resources for
students who may be interested in exploring library careers, and had a Q+A with students afterwards.
Heather Koopmans

9.2 HOW TO TAKE A GREAT ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEW
In December 2020 the Milner Digitization Center and ISU ReD published a collection of alumni oral
histories taken by what was then the Alumni Services Department between 1979 and 1983. While
these recordings offered a fascinating glimpse into life as a student at ISU between the 1920s and
1970s, they were also quite homogenous; all but one of the 50 interviewees was white. Karmine
Beecroft contacted Stephanie Duquenne at the department now known as Alumni Engagement in early
2021 to see if she would be willing to reach out to alumni who could speak to more diverse
experiences because of their identities and backgrounds. Duquenne agreed and also asked the Student
Alumni Council (SAC) if they would like to be involved. SAC responded positively.
In April, Beecroft, along with April Anderson-Zorn and Anne Shelley, recorded a Zoom presentation for
SAC interviewers describing the purpose and principles of oral history interviews. Anderson-Zorn
expounded on the history of archives in the United States, especially their roots in a white supremacist
culture that did not value the voices and contributions of all Americans. Beecroft talked about how oral
histories can help to fill the gaps left by traditional archival collecting which prioritizes written accounts
over the memories of those who were present.
To date, the new oral histories project has yielded an additional six interviews, including several with
people of color and queer folks.
Karmine Beecroft

10 MULTICULTURAL ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SURVEYS
Multicultural Organizational Development (MCOD) is the process of building organizations and
organizational cultures that are equitable and inclusive of people from multiple socially defined identity
groups. In November of 2020, the D & II Committee began reading documents to help them prepare to
apply MCOD principles in Milner Library. In February of 2021 Karmine Beecroft and Elizabeth Babin met
with Angell Howard, the Division of Student Affairs’ Associate Director for Professional Development
and Staff Recognition, who provided the committee with rubrics and guidance on how to effectively
conduct an MCOD assessment. The committee agreed to begin with a single rubric addressing only
patron-accessible physical spaces in the library. Committee members then paired up to survey each
floor according to the rubric and came back together in July 2021 to report on their findings. From this
meeting a list of priority action items were drawn up and taken to Dean Long.
Action items that are currently being addressed include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Office of Equal Opportunity and Access (OEOA) is assessing Braille signage in the building.
Erin Link and Elias Wrightam are evaluating existing signage in terms of font size and color
contrast; revised signage will begin appearing during fall semester 2021.
A changing table is being added to the all-gender restroom on Floor 1.
Ryan Peters is collaborating with Becky Franz to purchase more adaptive seating and tables in
the coming year(s).
Dean Long and Erin Link are working with University Marketing to develop new READ posters to
decorate the library with that feature current ISU students.
IDEA Committee members are visiting lactation rooms around campus for ideas on improving
Milner’s.
Dean Long and the Security Committee are evaluating closing procedures to ensure that exits
are accessible to those with disabilities in the evenings.
Elizabeth Babin

11 PROGRAM FOR COOPERATIVE CATALOGING WIKIDATA PILOT PROJECT
Milner Library at Illinois State University is participating in this pilot as part of their collaborative work
with the Ringling Archives and Circus World Museum on the Step Right Up: Digitizing Over 100 Years of
Circus Route Books CLIR grant. For this portion of the project Library of Congress Name Authority
Records and Wikidata items will be created for prominent performers in the digitized route books, with
a focus on performers from historically underrepresented populations. Research on highlighted
performers will leverage identity management principles, disambiguate performer names, contribute
these identities to the vast information landscape, and create linked data which can be used by patrons
and scholars in their research. PCC Wikidata Pilot team members are Angela Yon as primary investigator,
Liz Hartman (grant employee 10/2020-4/2021), Pete Steadman, Mariah Wahl (grant employee 10/20204/2021), and Eric Willey.
Angela Yon

12 PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
•

Anderson-Zorn, April and Stephanie Collier. “Creating Wikipedia Pages for Underrepresented
Archivists: Project Goals, Outcomes, and Next Steps.” Presented at the Society of American
Archivists Research Forum, July 21-28, 2021. https://www2.archivists.org/am2021/researchforum-2021/agenda

•

Willey, Eric, and Angela Yon. “Using the Cataloging Code of Ethics Principles for a Retrospective
Project Analysis.” Cataloging & Classification Quarterly (forthcoming 2021).
An article exploring using the Cataloging Code of Ethics to engage in retrospective project
analysis is currently being revised for publication. This was an outcome from the "Enhancing
Catalog Records with Author Characteristics" University Research Grant (URG) which dealt with
adding demographic group information for Black authors and discusses that work extensively.
The piece considers practical implications of the Cataloging Code of Ethics when applying
inclusive description.

•

Yon, Angela, and Eric Willey. “Learning From Each Other: Reciprocity in Description Between
Wikipedians and Librarians.” In Wikipedia and Academic Libraries: A Global Project, edited by
Laurie M. Bridges, Raymond Pun, and Roberto Arteaga. Ann Arbor: Michigan Publishing Services,
2021.
This was also an outcome of the "Enhancing Catalog Records with Author Characteristics" URG.

•

Willey, Eric, with Jeremy, Cathy Chapman, Gretchen Neidhardt, Stephanie Porrata, and Jennifer
Young. “Social Justice in Cataloging Annotated Bibliography.” 2021. Faculty and Staff
Publications – Milner Library, ISU ReD. https://ir.library.illinoisstate.edu/fpml/141/
This article presents annotations for 74 English language books, articles, theses and dissertations
addressing ethical and moral issues in cataloging practice and theory. An initial list of potential
works for annotation was created from the “Cataloging and Social Justice” post on the Research
about Cataloging and Assessment and More… blog by Jessica Schomberg, and a Google Scholar
search for works which cited Prejudices and Antipathies: A Tract on the LC Subject Headings
Concerning People by Sanford Berman. Additional articles which the authors were already aware
of or encountered serendipitously were also considered for inclusion. Works and their
annotations were divided into four categories: Race, Ethnicity, and Nationality; Gender and
Sexuality; Physical Characteristics, Ableism, Medical Conditions, and Disabilities; and Multiple
Categories or General Discussion. Articles which the authors were not able to annotate due to
other obligations and disruptions due to the COVID-19 Pandemic were included in the
Cataloging Ethics Bibliography maintained by the Cataloging Code of Ethics Steering Committee.

13 Strategic Plan (FY21-FY26) and Mission, Vision, and Values
Statements
In December of 2020, Library Council called for volunteers to form a team to draft Milner Library’s next
5-year strategic plan. Grace Albaugh, April Anderson-Zorn, Karmine Beecroft, Sue Franzen, Mallory
Jallas, Chad Kahl, Julie Murphy, Anne Shelley, Paul Unsbee, and Teka Wooten-Dismukes agreed to serve.
The team met for the first time in January 2021 and elected Franzen as their chair. For the next four
months they met at least weekly to define Milner’s goals for the next five years, solicit feedback from
the rest of the library, and draft the document. Per Dean Long’s direction, baking diversity, equity, and
inclusion into the foundations of the plan was highly prioritized. Accordingly, the second strategic
direction of the final plan approved by the Provost in April 2021, “Create a more diverse, equitable, and
inclusive library system that welcomes all members of the campus community,” will be achieved by:
1. Promoting, proactively funding, and strongly encouraging opportunities for all Milner employees
to continually develop and build on their engagement with Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)
topics.
2. Deconstructing systems in the Milner Library culture that result in unequitable practices and
rebuild an environment that encourages DEI for marginalized communities.
3. Ensuring DEI requirements are integrated in recruitment, hiring and retention processes.
4. Implementing collection development strategies that value DEI.
(Consult the full strategic plan for planned action steps to help achieve these objectives)
At the conclusion of the strategic planning process, eight of the original ten members elected to
continue working on creating new mission, vision, and values statements for the library. While previous
mission and vision statements already existed, the values were a new addition which provided another
avenue to emphasize the importance of diversity, equity, and inclusion at Milner and hold the library
accountable to these ideals. Reflecting the importance of continuing to hone our skills in this area, the
first value reads, “We are committed to creating a library where everyone has the opportunity to grow
and learn in a socially just community that values diverse contributions and backgrounds.” The new
mission, vision, and values are currently awaiting approval from Dean Long.
Karmine Beecroft

14 Survey of Registered Student Organizations
In July of 2020 the Diversity & International Inclusion Committee (now the IDEA Committee) decided to
solicit feedback from Registered Student Organizations (RSOs) focusing on the needs of students from
marginalized communities in order to improve the quality of Milner Library’s services for their
constituents. A brief survey was shared with 76 RSOs on campus in September of 2020. Having collected
only two responses providing minimal feedback, the survey was closed at the end of the Fall 2020
semester. A future iteration of this survey when more students are back on campus and the COVID crisis
has eased might yield more engagement.
Elizabeth Babin

15 WORKSHOPS & TRAININGS
15.1 EQUITY IN ACTION: FOSTERING AN ANTIRACIST LIBRARY CULTURE
In January of 2021, Karmine Beecroft received notification about an online Library Journal course
scheduled for February and March “Equity in Action: Building Diverse Collections” course. Beecroft and
Elizabeth Babin got approval from Dean Long to have up to 10 Milner staff persons take the online
course.
The course consisted of several live or recorded sessions plus a small group workshop to complete
assignments and get feedback on the work. The online lectures and workshops outlined concrete
actions real libraries are taking to make their libraries more equitable today and in the future, and
provided tools that could be used to get there. The course taught the abilities to audit current library
collections and programs through a culturally competent lens, to assess the inclusiveness of current
collection development and RA practices, acquisitions, marketing, plus assessing scheduling practices,
branch hours, and staff hiring and retention, to recognize common problematic stereotypes, tropes,
and microaggressions in media, and provided a refresher on key diversity and cultural literacy concepts
such as white privilege, unconscious bias, cultural appropriation, and intersectionality.
The speakers included:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Andrea Blackman and Tasneem Ansariyah Grace (Critical Conversations)
Cassie Sheets (Dismantling White Supremacy in the Library)
Ozy Aloziem and Becker Parkhurst-Strout (Equity Work Is a Marathon, Not a Sprint)
Pamela Newkirk (Lessons From The Fight For Racial Equality in the Workplace)
Andrea Blackman (Reassessing Our Core Values)
Heather McGhee (Racism’s Cost for Everyone and How We Can Prosper Together)
Elizabeth Babin

15.2 FIRST AMENDMENT ISSUES PRESENTATION
In December 2020 Dean Dallas Long arranged for Wendy Smith and Lisa Huson from the Office of
General Counsel to give a presentation on first amendment/free speech issues in public universities. The
IDEA Committee assembled a list of specific questions ahead of time, mainly dealing with strategies to
protect students from marginalized communities from being the target of hateful language and
discrimination in the library, which Smith reviewed and provided guidance on. The slides from this
presentation are available on General Counsel’s website. This conversation prompted a revisal of
Milner’s Posted Communications Policy.
Karmine Beecroft

15.3 GROWTH CHANGE WORKSHOPS
In June 2020, Sue Franzen became the Milner representative to the campus-wide GROWTH Change
Team. During the inaugural academic year of GROWTH, each college developed a professional
development plan with a diversity, equity and inclusion focus based on the Framework for Inclusive
Teaching Excellence (FITE). Milner’s plan included a variety of events for all members of the library. In
fall 2020, 34 faculty and staff participated in the Microaggressions University Workshop led by Dr. Tina
Thompson and 30 attended the Power & Privilege CTLT workshop conducted by Dr. David Adams. Five
events were offered in spring 2021. In January, 35 people attended the Student Success Panel led by
Interim Assistant Vice President for Student Success, Amelia Noël-Elkins, and Dean of Students, John
Davenport. An implicit bias workshop with Mayuko Nakamura was held in February 2021 with 30
individuals in attendance followed by an active learning and student engagement session by Dana
Karraker, which 22 people attended. The last two events of the spring semester were led by Sue
Franzen. During a journal club discussion, 18 Milner faculty and staff discussed the article, "Architects,
renovators, builders, and fragmenters: A model for first year students’ self-perceptions and perceptions
of information literacy” by Kirker, M. J., & Stonebraker, I. (2019). The last 2020-2021 event was a Milner
faculty/staff discussion of the ACRL webinar Addressing Cultural Humility and Implicit Bias in
Information Literacy Sessions. 15 people attended.
Sue Franzen

15.4 RESPONDING WITH CARE
Karmine Beecroft arranged a presentation by Dana Karraker of the Center for Learning and Teaching
(CTLT) for Public Services at their March 5, 2021 meeting regarding handling challenging interactions
with patrons. Workshop participants provided several scenarios for discussion ahead of time, ranging
from patrons shouting slurs at other patrons to patrons asking staff to police who is allowed to use
which bathroom.
Karmine Beecroft

